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1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, F be a
vector space of dimension n, and S F be the Schur module associated tol
 .the partition l s l , . . . , l , where 1 F m F n.1 m
Let m F r F n. The variety X of tensors of rank smaller than or equalr
to r is by definition the set of all tensors ¨ in S F such that there exists al
subspace F9 of F with Dim F9 s r and ¨ g S F9 ; S F.l l
 .When l s 2 , the varieties X ; S F are symmetric determinantalr 2
varieties: if ¨ s a e e , then ¨ can be identified with the symmetrici j i j
 .  .n = n matrix A s a and ¨ g X if and only if the rank of A is lessi j r
 .than or equal to r. If l s 1, 1 and r is even, X is a skewsymmetricr
2  .determinantal variety in H F, defined by the ideal of r q 2 -Pfaffians of
 .a generic skewsymmetric n = n matrix. The coordinate rings O , ofX r
these varieties have been studied extensively in the context of classical
invariant theory as well as more recently. A minimal free resolution of
w xO , in both cases is described in JPW . The approach used there consistsX r
of pushing down the double complex obtained as the injective resolution of
the Koszul complex of a certain desingularization of X . In this paper wer
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w xuse this approach to generalize some results that were proved in JPW to
rank varieties X ; S F for an arbitrary partition l.r l
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, preliminary notions which are used throughout the paper
are recalled. We start with the definition and basic properties of Schur
 .modules which include the notion of standard tableaux basis 2.1.2 , the
 .  .Cauchy formulas 2.1.6 , and plethysm formulas 2.1.7 . The statement of
the main theorem involved in the geometric technique is given in 2.3.1.
Bott's theorem, which allows calculation of the terms of the resolution of
O given by 2.3.1, is stated in 2.2.1.X r
Section 3 is dedicated to the study of rank varieties in S F, for anl
arbitrary partition l. A set of equations defining X set-theoretically isr
 .given in 3.2. This set is given by the r q 1 -minors of the matrix associated
to a certain natural map of free graded modules over the polynomial ring
 .S s Sym S F *l
w : S F* m S ª F m S 1 .lr1
defined in 3.2.1.
 .If l s 2 this map reduces to
w : F* m S ª S m S 1 .
 U . n U Udefined by w e m ¨* s  a e , where ¨* s a e e g S F*, so thek js1 k j j i j i j 2
set of equations defining X set-theoretically in this case is just composedr
 .  .  .of the r q 1 -minors of the symmetric n = n matrix A s a identifiedi j
above with a tensor ¨ s a e e g S F. Later, in Section 3, we use thei j i j 2
geometric technique in order to obtain a minimal free resolution for OX r
 .3.3.4 . As a consequence of this result, we obtain the dimension of the
varieties X and we prove that these varieties are normal andr
 .Cohen]Macaulay and have rational singularities 3.3.6 . Also, the terms of
this resolution, which are higher direct images of exterior powers of a
 .certain bundle over the Grassmannian Grass r, n , can be calculated
explicitly in many cases using Bott's theorem.
In Section 4, rank varieties in S F, for d ) 2 are studied as speciald
 .cases. It is well known that, for d s 2, the ideal I of r q 1 -minors ofrq1
 .the symmetric matrix A s a defining the variety X ; S F is radicali j r 2
w xKutz . This is generalized in 4.2.4. In fact, using Bott's theorem, we show
in 4.2.3 that the minimal free resolution of X ; S F where r s n y 1 isr d
the Eagon]Northcott complex associated to the map
w : S F* m S ª F m S 1 . .dy1
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 .This implies that I is radical 4.2.4 , which is shown in 4.2.6 to be true alson
for I , for 1 - r F n y 1.r
Section 5 is devoted to the study of rank varieties of skewsymmet-
ric tensors. Specific results are obtained for X ; H d F, such as theny1
fact that, for d ) 2, O is not Gorenstein, the only exception beingX ny 1
 .Dim F s 6, d s 3 5.1.2 . The complete resolution of O in this case isX5
given in 5.1.3.
The use of the plethysm formula given in 2.1.6 allows further computa-
 .tions of cohomology of the bundle over Grass n y 1, n defined in the case
 .d s 3. It is then shown that the ideal I of r q 1 -minors of the matrixrq1
 .associated to the map defined in 3.2.1 is not radical 5.2.2 . It follows from
w x dthe proof of 5.2.2 that the equations given in GRS , for X ; H F, dor
not in general generate a radical ideal. Also, lower and upper bounds are
set for the degrees of the generators of the ideal J defining Xny1 ny1
 .  .5.2.4 . Examples of F for n s 8, 9, 10 are given in 5.2.5.1
A combinatorial classification of the modules occurring as summands of
the terms of the resolution of O is given in 5.2.8 and 5.2.10.X ny 1
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Schur Modules
Throughout this paper, K will denote an algebraically closed field of
 4characteristic zero, F a vector space of dimension n over K, and e , . . . , e1 n
a basis of F.
 .Let l s l , . . . , l , m F n, be a partition of a number l, that is,1 m
l q ??? ql s l and l G l G ??? G l . The number l is called the1 m 1 2 m
< <weight of l and we write l s l. The number m is called the length of l,
and the numbers l are called the parts of l.i
 .We will denote by l9 the dual partition of l which is l9 s b , . . . , b ,1 l1
where b is the number of parts of l which are greater than or equal to i.i
 .  .For example, if l s 4, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1 , then l9 s 7, 4, 3, 1 .
 .  .Given two partitions l s l , . . . , l and m s m , . . . , m , we say1 m 1 m9
that m ; l if m9 F m and, for 1 F i F m9 we have m F l .i i
Let S F denote the dth symmetric power of F and H d F denote thed
dth exterior power of F. When d s 0, S F s H d F s K and for d s 1,d
S F s H d F s F.d
Let Sym F s S F be the symmetric algebra of F with the[ d G 0 d
multiplication
M : Sym F m Sym F ª Sym F
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given by the maps
M : S F m S F ª S Fa , b a b aqb
defined by
M e ??? e m e ??? e s e ??? e e ??? e .a , b i i j j i i j j1 a 1 b 1 a 1 b
for all a, b G 0.
There is also a diagonal map
d : Sym F ª Sym F m Sym F
given by
d : S F ª S F m S F ,a b a , b
where
a a1 na a b b a yb a yb1 n 1 n 1 1 n nd e ??? e s ??? e ??? e m e ??? e . 1 n 1 n 1 n /  /b b1 nb Fai i
and a s n a , b s n b .ks1 k ks1 k
DEFINITION 2.1.1. The Schur module S F associated to the partitionl
 .l s l , . . . , l is the space1 m
S F s S F m S F m ??? m S F rR l, F , . .l l l l1 2 m
 .where R l, F is spanned by the relations
S F m ??? m S F m R F m S F m ??? m S Fl l k , kq1 l l1 ky1 kq2 m
for 1 F k F m y 1 and R is the vector space spanned by the imagesk , kq1
 .of the maps given by the compositions for 1 F u - l , 1 F ¨ - lk kq1
S F m S F m S Fu l yuql y¨ ¨k kq1
x 1 m d m 1
S F m S F m S F m S Fu l yu l y¨ ¨k kq1
x M m Mu , l yu l y¨ , ¨k kq1
S F m S Fl lk kq1
where d and M denote the symmetric diagonal map and the symmetricj, k
multiplication maps, respectively.
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 .EXAMPLES. If l s d , S F becomes the dth symmetric power of F,l
and if
l s 1, 1, . . . , 1 .^ ` _
d
then S F s H d F.l
Let N be the set of natural numbers.
 .For any partition l s l , . . . , l , the Young diagram associated to l1 m
is defined as the set
s s i , j g N = N , 1 F i F m , 1 F j F l . 4 .l i
Let T be a map
 4T : s ª 1, . . . , nl
and
z s e e ??? e g S Fi T  i , 1. T  i , 2. T  i , l . li i
for i s 1, . . . , m.
The coset of the element
z m ??? m z g S F1 m l
is identified with a tableau which we will also call T filled with the
 .numbers T i, j in the following way:
T T ? ? ? ? T1, 1. 1, 2. 1, l .1
T T ? ? ? ? T2, 1. 2, 2. 2, l .2
? ? ?
? ? ?
? ? ?
T ? Tm , 1. m , l .m
Such a tableau is said to have shape l.
  . 4For each i s 1, . . . , m, the set T i, j , 1 F j F l is called the ith rowi
  .  . 4of T , and, for each j s 1, . . . , l the set T i, j , i, j g s is called the1 l
jth column of T.
 X X .We may notice that, if l9 s l , . . . , l is the partition dual to l, then1 q
lX equals the length of the jth column of l.j
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 .  .  .A tableau T is said to be standard if T i, j F T i, j q 1 and T i, j -
 .  4  4T i q 1, j , for every i g 1, . . . , m , j g 1, . . . , l .i
 .An alternative way of defining S F, l s l , . . . , l , is by identifyingl 1 m
 .the relations R l, F with the kernel of a map
X l
X
l q1
h : S F m ??? m S F ª F m ??? m F ,H Hl l l1 m
where l9 is the partition dual to l, so q s l .1
The map h is defined as the composition M9(D, wherel
D : S F m ??? m S F ª F m ??? m Fl l 1 , 1. 1 , l .1 m 1
m F m ??? m F m ??? m F m ??? m F2, 1. 2 , l . m , 1. m , l .2 m
is the tensor product of diagonal maps
d : S F ª F m ??? m F , i s 1, . . . , m.i l  i , 1.  i , l .i i
We denote by F the jth copy of F obtained from the diagonalization of i, j.
S F.li
The map M9 is defined as
X l
X
l q1
M9: F m ??? m F ª F m ??? m F .H H1, 1. m , l .m
M9 is the tensor product of multiplication maps
l
X
i
X
XM : F m F m ??? m F ª FHi 1 , i. 2 , i. l , i.i
defined by
M X e m ??? m e s e n ??? n e for i s 1, . . . , q. .X Xi j j j j1 l 1 li i
The map h is called the Schur map associated to l and since Ker h (l l
 .  w x .R l, F , we have S F ( Im h . See ABW, pp. 219]220 .l l
We may also notice that, if the length m s lX of l is greater than n,1
then H l1 F s 0, so S F s 0.l
THEOREM 2.1.2. The set of all standard tableaux of shape l is a K-basis
for S F.l
w xProof. See ABW, Theorem II.2.16, pp. 232]234 .
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We will denote the set of all standard tableaux of shape l by S T .l
 .There is an action of the group GL n on
S F s S F m ??? m S F rR l, F . .l l l1 m
 .which is induced by the action of GL n on S F, for i s 1, . . . , m, due toli
 .  .the fact that the maps defining the relations R l, F are GL n -equiv-
ariant.
 . w xThis action makes S F an irreducible GL n -module DEP, 3.3, p. 147 .l
 .If l s l , . . . , l and m - n we may write1 m
l s l , . . . , l , 0, 0 ??? 0 .1 m ^ ` _
nym
 .and S F corresponds to the irreducible representation of GL n associ-l
w xated to the weight l DEP, 3.4, p. 148 .
Another notation for partitions, which is known as the Frobenius nota-
tion, will now be given.
 .Let l s l , . . . , l be a partition. We will refer to the elements of s1 m l
 .as squares. The set of squares of the type i, i will be called the diagonal
of l. Let q be the number of squares in the diagonal of l.
Let a s l y k q 1 for k s 1, . . . , q. Since l is a partition, we havek k
a ) a ) ??? ) a .1 2 q
 . 4Similarly, let b be the cardinality of the set i, j g s r j s k ; ink l
 .other words, b , . . . , b is the partition dual to l. We define b s b y1 l k k1
k q 1, for k s 1, . . . , q. Again we have b ) b ) ??? ) b , because b G1 2 q 1
b G ??? G b .2 l1
We now have a one to one correspondence between the set of partitions
l with q squares in the diagonal and the pairs of sequences
 .  .a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b such that a ) ??? ) a , b ) ??? ) b and it will1 q 1 q 1 q 1 q
 .sometimes be convenient for us to write l s a , . . . , a ¬ b , . . . , b .1 q 1 q
 .EXAMPLE. If l s 4, 4, 3, 1, 1, 1 , then q s 3, a s 4, a s 3, a s 11 2 3
and b s 6, b s 2, b s 1.1 2 3
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 .DEFINITION 2.1.3. Let l s l , . . . , l be a partition. The skew]Schur1 m
module S F is defined as the quotient spacelr1
S F s S F m S F m ??? m S FrR lr1, F , .lr1 l y1 l l1 2 m
 .where R lr1, F is the kernel of the map
X l
X
l y1 q1
h : S F m ??? m S F ª F m ??? m FH Hlr1 l y1 l1 m
defined as the composition M9(D, where
D : S F m ??? m S F ª F m ??? m F m F m ??? m Fl y1 l 1 , 2. 1 , l . 2 , 1. m , l .1 m 1 m
is defined as the tensor product of diagonal maps D s d m ??? m d ,1 m
d : S F ª F m F m ??? m F ,1 l y1 1 , 2. 1 , 3. 1 , l .1 1
and for i ) 1,
d : S F ª F m ??? m F .i l  i , 1.  i , l .i i
l
X
l y1 q1
M9: F m ??? m F ª F m ??? m FH H1, 2. m , l .m
is the tensor product of multiplication maps M9 s M X m ??? m M X , where1 q
l
X y11
X
XM : F m F m ??? m F ª FH1 2 , 1. 3 , 1. l , 1.1
and
l
X
i
X
XM : F m ??? m F ª FHi 1 , i. l , i.i
for 2 F i F q.
The skew-Schur modules are defined actually for any two partitions m, l
 w x.such that m ; l as S F see ABW, pp. 220]221 but we will only needlr m
 .the case m s 1 .
 .Given any partition l s l , . . . , l , we define the Young diagram1 m
associated to lr1 as
s s s _ 1, 1 . 4 .lr1 l
 4Let T : s ª 1, . . . , n be a map.lr1
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The coset of the element z m ??? m z in S F, where1 m lr1
z s e ??? e g S F1 T 1 , 2. T 1 , l . l y11 1
and
z s e ??? e g S F if 2 F i F m ,i T  i , 1. T  i , l . li i
will be identified with the tableau of shape lr1:
T T ? ? ?1, 2. 1, 3.
T T ? ?T 2, 1. 2, 2.
? ? ?
T T ?T m , 1. m , 2.
THEOREM 2.1.4. The set of all standard tableaux of shape lr1 is a K-basis
for S F.lr1
w xProof. See ABW, II.2.16, p. 232 .
DEFINITION 2.1.5. We will define the multiplication map
m: S F m F ª S Flr1 l
 .in such a way that if T g S T then m T m e s T 9 g S F, wherelr1 k l
 .  .  .  .  .T 9 i, j s T i, j if i, j / 1, 1 and T 9 1, 1 s k.
This map is induced by the map
g : S F m ??? m S F m F ª S F m ??? m S Fl y1 l l l1 m 1 m
such that, if z g S F is a basis element, for 1 - i F m and z s e ???i l 1 ji 1
e thenjl y11
g z m ??? m z m e s zX m z m ??? m z , .1 m k 1 2 m
where zX s e e ??? e .1 k j jl y11 1
 .  .Using the identifications R lr1, F ( Ker h , and R l, F ( Ker hlr1 l
we see that
g R lr1, F m F ; R l, F .  . .
so the map m is well defined.
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2.1.6. Cauchy formulas. Let E be a vector space over a field K of
characteristic zero. The following formulas give the decomposition of the
exterior and symmetric powers of E m F in terms of Schur functors.
q
i E m F ( S E m S F , .  .H [ l l9
< <l sq
where l9 denotes the dual partition of l.
ii S E m F ( S E m S F . .  . [q l l
< <l sq
2.1.7. Plethysm formulas. In order to use Bott's theorem for the calcu-
lation of the terms of the resolution F, we will need to use some formulas?
for plethysms.
For each q G 1, we will distinguish the set of partitions of 2 q
< <B q s l s a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 1 , l s 2 q , length l F n , 4 .  .1 r 1 r
where the Frobenius notation for partitions introduced earlier is now
being used.
For any vector space F and q G 1, we have
q 2
i F ( S F . . H H [ l /
 .lgB q
ii If l9 denotes the partition dual to l, .
q
S F ( S F . .H [2 l
 .l9gB q
2
iii S F ( S F , . H [q l /
l
 .where the sum ranges over all partitions l s l , . . . , l of 2 q with t F n1 t
such that all parts in the dual partition l9 are even.
w xAs a reference for the plethysm formulas, see M, p. 47, Ex. 10 .
2.2. Bott's Theorem
 .Let V s Grass r, n be the Grassmannian of r-dimensional subspaces in
F, for some r such that 1 F r F n y 1, and let R denote the tautological
 . 4bundle over V. The total space of R is the set x, R g F = V r x g R .
Let
0 ª R ª F = V ª Q ª 0
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 .be the tautological sequence, where Q s F = V rR is the factor bundle
and Dim Q s q s n y r.
i .Bott's theorem gives an algorithm for calculating H V, S R* m S Q* ,a b
 .  .for partitions a s a , . . . , a , b s b , . . . , b , where some of the parts1 r 1 q
of a and b could be equal to zero. We are not considering partitions a of
length greater than r or partitions b of length greater than q because for
such partitions we would have S R* m S Q* s 0 given that Dim R s ra b
and Dim Q s q.
Given a and b , we will consider the sequences of n non-negative
 .  .numbers I s a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b , r s n y 1, n y 2, . . . , 1, 0 and their1 r 1 q
sum
I q r s a q n y 1, . . . , a q n y r , b q n y r y 1, . . . , b q 1, b .1 r 1 qy1 q
s n , . . . , n . .1 n
 4Let W denote the permutation group of 1, . . . , n . For w g W, and any
 .  .sequence of n numbers g s g , . . . , g we will write w g s1 n
 .g , . . . , g .w1. wn.
 .If m s w I q r y r, where I, r are defined as before, and w g W,
  . .then m s n y n y 1 , . . . , n y 1, n .w1. wny1. wn.
We will now state Bott's theorem:
 .  .  .THEOREM 2.2.1. i Let a s a , . . . , a and b s b , . . . , b be par-1 r 1 q
 .titions, I, r, W be defined as abo¨e, and I q r s n , . . . , n . If , for1 n
 .  4 isome w g W, w / Id, we ha¨e n , . . . , n s n , . . . , n then H V,1 n w1. wn.
.S R* m S Q* s 0, for all i. Otherwise, let w g W be the permutation sucha b
 .  .that n ) ??? ) n , and l w be the length of w. If m s w I q r y r,w1. wn.
we ha¨e
S F*, if i s l w .miH V , S R* m S Q* s . .a b  0 otherwise
 .  .ii For any partition l s l , . . . , l , we ha¨e1 t
H 0 V , S R* s S F* if t F r .l l
i .and H V, S R* s 0, for i ) 0.l
w xProof. In D , a version of Bott's theorem for the flag variety GrB is
proved. If we consider the projection p : GrB ª V, then by the Leray
spectral sequence, we have, for any bundle L over GrB,
H i V , R jp# L s H iq j GrB, L . .  . .
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Let L s S R* m S Q*. Then R0p# L s S R* m S Q* and thereforea b a b
H i V , S R* m S Q* s H i GrB, L . . .a b
In this way we obtain the version we will use.
2.3. The Basic Theorem of the Geometric Technique
The following theorem will be used as the main result in finding the
terms of the minimal free resolutions of the coordinate rings of the rank
varieties.
 .THEOREM 2.3.1. Let V s Grass r, n , X 9 ; X be a closed sub¨ariety of
the affine space X s K N. Let Y 9 ; X = V be a desingularization of X 9. If Y 9
is a complete intersection in X = V and there is a ¨ector bundle N on X = V,
induced from V such that the locally free resolution of O o¨er O is gi¨ enY 9 X=V
by the Koszul complex H ? N, and q: X = V ª X is the projection map, then
there exists a minimal complex of free graded O -modulesX
F : ??? ª F ª F ª ??? ª F ª F ª F ª ??? ,? N Ny1 1 0 y1
where
iqj
jF s H V , N Hi  /
jG0
 .and such that the homology of F in positi¨ e degrees is zero and H F s? yi ?
i i .  .R q#O s H V, Sym N9 , where N9 is the quotient bundle X = V rN.Y 9
w x w xProof. See W, 2.1, p. 231 , PW, I, pp. 75]76 .
3. THE RANK VARIETIES AND THEIR
DESINGULARIZATIONS
3.1. The Varieties X in S Fr l
Throughout this section and the two that follow, tensor products will be
over the field K, unless otherwise stated.
Let S F be the Schur module associated to the partition l sl
 .  .l , . . . , l and S s Sym S F* . We recall that S T denotes the set of all1 m l l
standard tableaux of shape l. By Theorem 2.1.2, given a fixed basis of F,
we can identify the set S T with a basis of S F. If we express a tensorl l
¨ g S F as ¨ s  a T , then S is a polynomial ring in a .l T g S T T i Ti l i i
 .For each integer l, S l will denote the graded S-module such that
 .S l s S .i lqi
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DEFINITION 3.1.1. Let m F r F n. An element ¨ in S F has rank lessl
than or equal to r if, for some basis of F, ¨ can be expressed as a linear
combination of standard tableaux each of which contains only numbers
smaller than or equal to r. The set of tensors in S F whose rank is lessl
than or equal to r will be denoted by X .r
Remark. If ¨ g X and the expression of ¨ as a linear combination ofr
 4standard tableaux in terms of the basis e , . . . , e of F is such that every1 n
 X X 4tableau contains only numbers F r, then, for the basis e , . . . , e , where1 n
eX s e , for i s 1, . . . , n, we will have an expression of ¨ where eachi nyiq1
tableau contains only numbers G n y r q 1. This condition is then equiv-
alent to that given in Definition 3.1.1, and will be used later in this section.
S F will be treated as affine space of dimension g equal to thel
cardinality of S T , with affine coordinates a , T g S T . It will be shownl T l
that X is a closed subset of S F.r l
 .  .EXAMPLES 3.1.2. i Let l s 2 . If ¨ g S F, ¨ s a e e , with a s2 i j i j i j
 .  .a , then ¨ can be identified with the symmetric n = n matrix A s a ,ji ¨ i j
and ¨ g X if and only if rank A F r. In this case, X is a symmetricr ¨ r
determinantal variety, which has been studied extensively in its relation-
ship with classical invariant theory, and also more recently by T. Jozefiak,Â
w xP. Pragacz, and J. Weyman in JPW . Some of their results are generalized
w x w xin this work. Other references are Kutz and Weyl .
 .  .ii Let l s j , for any j G 1, so S F s S F. Let r s 1. An elementl j
 n . j¨ g S F is in X if and only if ¨ s  b e , for some b , . . . , b g K.j 1 is1 i i 1 n
Let
n q d y 1ny1 Nr : P ª P , N s y 1d  /d
be defined by
r x , . . . , x s M x , . . . , x , . . . , M x , . . . , x , .  .  . .d 0 ny1 0 0 ny1 N 0 ny1
where M , . . . , M are all the monomials of degree d in n variables. The0 N
image Y of r is a projective variety called the d-tuple embedding ofd d
ny1  w x.P see Ha, p. 13 and X is isomorphic to the affine cone over this1
variety: ¨ g X if and only if1
jn N
¨ s b e s b M b , . . . , b M e , . . . , e , .  . i i i i 1 n i 1 n /
is1 is0
where the b are the generalized binomial coefficients.i
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 .The homogeneous coordinates of ¨ are b M b , . . . , b . Since the fieldi i 1 n
K has characteristic 0, the map
b : P ny1 ª P ny1 , b M , . . . , M s b M , . . . , b M .  .0 N 0 0 N N
is an automorphism of P ny1 which gives us an isomorphism between X1
and the affine cone over Y .d
 .  . 2iii Let l s 1, 1 . In this case, S F s H F. Every tensor ¨ sl
 a e n e g H 2 F can be identified with the antisymmetric1F i- jF n i j i j
 .matrix A s a , and ¨ g X if and only if rank A F r. The skewsymmet-i j r
ric determinantal varieties X appearing in this case were also studied inr
w x w xJPW , JP , and a generalization of some of the results obtained in that
case will be presented in Section 5.
 .  . 3iv Let l s 1, 1, 1 , so S F s H F, and let r s n y 1. If ¨ sl
a e n e n e and a s 0 for k s n then ¨ g X . This variety,i jk i j k i jk ny1
along with all the varieties X , for 3 F r F n, generalizes the antisymmet-r
ric determinantal varieties introduced in the previous example, and, as
mentioned, will be the object of further study later on in this work.
3.2. The Equations Defining X Set-Theoreticallyr
We will begin with the definition of a map
w : S F* m S ª F m S 1 .lr1
 .such that the r q 1 -minors of the matrix associated to it will constitute
the equations defining X .r
 .DEFINITION 3.2.1. Let w : S F* m S ª F m S 1 be the map of freelr1
graded S-modules defined as the composition
f f f1 2 3
S F* m K m S ª S F* m F* m F m S ª S F* m F m S ª F m S 1 , .lr1 lr1 l
 .where f s 1 m tr m 1, and tr: K ª F* m F is defined by tr 1 s1
n eU m e , f s m m 1 m 1 and m: S F* m F* ª S F* is the multi-is1 i i 2 lr1 l
plication map defined in 2.1.5, and f is the map resulting from the3
composition
1mmtm1
S F* m F m S ª F m S F* m S ª F m S 1 , .l l
where t is the isomorphism between S F* m F and F m S F*, and m:l l
 .S F* m S ª S 1 is the multiplication in S, as we identify S F* with S .l l 1
Let us fix ¨ g S F, ¨ s  b T , and let w : S F* ª F be thel T g S T T ¨ lr1l
map obtained from w by specializing the variables a to the coefficientsTi
of ¨ .
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Let A be the matrix associated to w .¨ ¨
We will exhibit the maps w that correspond to each of the Examples¨
3.1.2.
 .  U .i For ¨ s a e e g S F, w : F* ª F is defined by w e si j i j 2 ¨ ¨ i
n  . a e . The matrix A s a associated to w is the same matrix wejs1 i j j ¨ i j ¨
 .identified with ¨ in Example 3.1.2 i . Theorem 3.2.3 is a generalization of
the fact that ¨ g X if and only if rank A F r.r ¨
 .  .ii Let j ) 1 and let M j denote the set of all multi-indicesn
 . na s a , . . . , a , with a G 0 for i s 1, . . . , n, such that  a s j.1 n i is1 i
Let ¨ s  a ea1 ??? ean g S F.a g M  j. a 1 n jn
 .The map w : S F* ª F is defined, for every b s b , . . . , b g¨ jy1 1 n
 .M j y 1 , byn
n
b bU U1 n
iw e ??? e s a e , .  . . ¨ 1 n b i
is1
i  .where b s b , . . . , b q 1, . . . , b .1 i n
U  .We may observe that the dual map w : F* ª S F* * is defined by¨ jy1
y1U U iw e s b q 1 b ! ??? b !­ ¨ b r­ e , .  .  .¨ i i 1 n i
 .bgM jy1n
where we identify S F* with the set of polynomial functions of degreejy1
 .j y 1 on the space F spanned by e , . . . , e .1 n
 . 2iii Let ¨ s  a e n e g H F. In this case, the map w :1F i- jF n i j i j ¨
 .  U . nF* ª F is defined, as in i above, by w e s  a e , if we set¨ i js1 i j j
 .a s ya , for j ) i, and the matrix A s a is the antisymmetricji i j ¨ i j
 .matrix identified with the tensor ¨ in Example 3.1.2 iii .
 . 3 2iv If ¨ s a e n e n e g H F, then w : H F* ª F is de-i jk i j k ¨
 U U . nfined by w e n e s  a e . If, for example, n s 4, the matrix A¨ i j ks1 i jk k ¨
in this case is
0 0 0 a a a123 124 134
0 ya ya 0 0 a123 124 234A s .¨ a 0 ya 0 ya 0123 134 234 0
a a 0 a 0 0124 134 234
Remark. The map w does not depend on the choice of basis of F,¨
 .because it is defined as a composition of GL n -equivariant maps.
THEOREM 3.2.2. An element ¨ g S F is in X if and only if rank A F r.l r ¨
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 4Proof. Suppose ¨ g X , that is, for some basis e , . . . , e of F we haver 1 n
¨ s  a T and a s 0 for every tableau T containing at least oneT g S T T Tl
number t ) r.
 .  : Let T* g S T ; S F*. We will show that w T* g e , . . . , e thelr1 lr1 ¨ 1 r
 4.subspace of F generated by e , . . . , e .1 r
Using the notation as in Definition 3.2.1, we have
s
w T* s a e q b a e , .   ¨ T i i j T j /i l i j ll
 4  4 ls1 iig 1, . . . , n _ j , . . . , j1 s
U  4  4 U Uwhere T g S T for i g 1, . . . , n _ j , . . . , j and T s  b T is thei l 1 s j i i j i jl l l
expression of TU in terms of standard tableaux, for l s 1, . . . , s. Since TUj il
contains i, and also every tableau TU contains j , then, by hypothesis,i j ll
 .  :a s 0 if i ) r and a s 0 if j ) r. Therefore w T* g e , . . . , e , soT T l ¨ 1 ri i jl .the last n y r rows of A will have all entries equal to 0, and rank¨
A F r.¨
Conversely, assume that rank A F r.¨
According to the remark made after Definition 3.1.1, we may choose a
 4  :basis e , . . . , e of F such that Im w ; N s e , . . . , e , and we will1 n ¨ ny rq1 n
show that if a tableau T contains a number t - n y r, then a s 0, whereT
 .¨ s  a T in terms of the basis chosen .T g S T Tl
 .  .  .  .Let T* g S F* be such that T* i, l s T i, l , for every i, l / 1, 1 .lr1
 . ULet q s T 1, 1 , so we have T s T , and q F t because T is standard.q
Since
s
w T* s a e q b a e , .   ¨ T k i j T j /k l i j ll
 4  4 ls1 ikg 1, . . . , n _ j , . . . , j1 s
if a s a / 0, then the right hand side of this equality would containT Tq
the term a e as a summand and this contradicts our assumption thatT qq
Im w ; N, because q - n y r. So, a s 0 for every T containing some¨ T
number t - n y r and therefore ¨ g X .r
 .  .COROLLARY 3.2.3. If I A is the ideal in S generated by the r q 1 -rq1 ¨
minors of the matrix associated to the map
w : S F* m S ª F m S 1 .lr1
 .gi¨ en in Definition 3.2.1, then I A defines X set-theoretically.rq1 ¨ r
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 3.2.2.
Corollary 3.2.3 allows us to treat X as an algebraic set in S F.r l
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3.3. The Resolution of OX r
We will now use the geometric technique based on Theorem 2.3.1 in
order to obtain the resolution of the coordinate ring of X ; S F.r l
 .Let X s S F, and V s Grass r, n .l
Let R be the tautological bundle over V, that is, R is the subbundle of
 . 4the trivial bundle F = V over V, having the set x, R g F = V r x g R
as its total space, and let
pÃ
0 ª R ª F = V ª Q ª 0
 .be the tautological sequence, where Q s F = V rR is the factor bundle
over V.
Let X = V be the total space of the trivial bundle E of dimension g
 .  .over Grass r, n , so each fiber of E is X s S F. Let W s ¨ , R g X =l
4V r ¨ g S R and p: X = V ª V be the projection map with restrictionl
p9: W ª V to W.
It is easy to see that the map p9 makes W a vector bundle over V which
is precisely the bundle S R. Let G be the subbundle of E that has W asl
total space, and let H be the quotient bundle H s ErG, so we have an
exact sequence of vector bundles over V,
i p
0 ª G ª E ª H ª 0,
where dim G s s, dim E s g, and dim H s h s g y s.
 .PROPOSITION 3.3.1. i The structure sheaf O has a locally free resolu-W
tion as an O -module gi¨ en by the Koszul complexX=V
h 2
K H * : 0 ª p*H * ª ??? ª p*H * ª p*H * ª O . .  .  .H H? X=V
The differentials in this complex are homogeneous of degree 1 in the coordi-
nate functions on X.
 .  .ii The direct image p# O can be identified with the sheaf of algebrasW
 .Sym G* .
Proof. Let R g V and z , . . . , z be a basis of R. Since for each1 r
n  .i s 1, . . . , r we have z s  z e . we may associate to R the r = ni js1 i j j
 .matrix Z s z .R i j  r=n.
For I s i , . . . , i , where 1 F i - ??? - i F n, we define U as the1 r 1 r I
Zariski open set of all R g V such that Det Z / 0, where Z is theR RI I
 .r = r submatrix of Z formed with columns i , . . . , i , and rows 1, . . . , r.R 1 r
 4If I s I s i , . . . , i , 1 F i - ??? - i F n , then V s j U .1 r 1 r I g I I
We will give the equations defining W locally on each open set U ; V.I
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 4Let us choose I s n y r q 1, . . . , n , in order to simplify the notation.
By an appropriate reordering of the basis of F we may reduce the general
case to this particular one.
 .Let R g U and let Z s z be the associated matrix, so thatI R i j r=n
z ??? z1, nyrq1 1n
. .. .Z s .R I . . 0z ??? zr , nyrq1 r n
Zy1 exists because R g U . LetR II
z ??? z 1 0 ??? 011 1, nyr
z ??? z 0 1 ??? 021 2, nyrX y1Z s Z Z s ,. . . .R R RI . . . .. . . . 0
z ??? z 0 ??? 0 1r1 r , nyr
where the ith row represents the ith basis vector of R: zX s ny r z e qi js1 i j j
e . We recall that we also have the tautological sequence over V,ny rqi
pÃ
0 ª R ª F = V ª Q ª 0,
 X.  . X .and so, if we write p z to denote d (p z , R , where d is the firstÃ Ãi i
 X.projection of the total space of Q onto F, we have p z s 0 for i sÃ i
1, . . . , r.
Therefore
nyr
y z p e s p e .  .Ã Ã i j j nyrqi
js1
  . 4and so E s p e : j s 1, . . . , n y r is a basis for Q s FrR.Ã j
  .  . 4Let A s T g S T r ; i, j , T i, j ) n y r , and let B s S T _ A. Wel 0 l
 .  .have a map p : E ª H which is defined for pairs ¨ , R g S F = V, butl
 .  . .we will write, as above, p ¨ for ¨ g S F to denote r (p ¨ , R for anyl
R g U , where r is the first projection of the total space of H onto S F.I l
Since E is a basis for the fibers of Q in U , we have that the setI
 .   . 4p B s p T : T g B is a set of generators for the fibers of H in U .0 i i 0 I
  . 4   .A basis is given by the set p T : T g B , where B s TrT i, j F n y r,i i
 .4; i, j .
Let ¨ g S F. Since S T s A j B , we can writel l 0
¨ s a T q a T . T T ii
TgA T gBi 0
 .  .We will express p ¨ in terms of the set p B .0
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 .  .Let T g A, so T i, j ) n y r, ; i, j . For each k F n y r, let T be thek
 .  .  .  .  .tableau such that T i, j s T i, j for i, j / 1, 1 , and T 1, 1 s k.k k
 .  .  .  .Since k F n y r - T i, j s T i, j , ; i, j / 1, 1 , T is standard andk k
therefore T g B .k 0
 .  . ny r  .Let T 1, 1 s l ) n y r. Since p e s y z p e , we haveÃ ÃT l ks1 l k kT T
 . ny r  .p T s y z p T , and soks1 l k kT
nyr nyr
a p T s a y z p T s y a z p T . .  .  .    T T l k k T l k k /T T /
ks1 ks1TgA TgA TgA
Therefore
nyr
p ¨ s a p T y a z p T . .  .  .  T i T l k k /i T
ks1T gB TgAi 0
 .  .  .Since for every k F n y r, p T g p B , we have expressed p ¨ ink 0
 .terms of the set p B . Furthermore, for every k F n y r, T has only0 k
one number, namely, k, which is F n y r, so if T g B has more thani 0
 .  .one number T j, j9 F n y r, then the coefficient of p T in the expres-i i
 .sion of p ¨ is a . If, on the other hand, T has only the numberT ii
 .T 1, 1 s i Fi
 .  .  .  .n y r and for j, j9 / 1, 1 , T j, j9 ) n y r, then the coefficient of p Ti i
is a y  a z .T T g A T l ii T
In other words, if we write B s B9 j B0, where B9 s T g0
 .  .  .  .4 YB r T 1, 1 F n y r, T j, j9 ) n y r, ; j, j9 / 1, 1 , and B s B _ B9,0 0 0
then we will have
p ¨ s a y a z p T q a p T . .  .  .  T T l i i T i /i T i
T gB9 TgA T gB0i i
We may repeat this procedure now and express every T g B9 as a linear
 .combination of tableaux in B0. This will give us an expression of p ¨ in
terms of tableaux in B0, with coefficients that are linear in the a and ofT
degree at most 2 in the z . Again this procedure can be applied until wei j
 .arrive at an expression of p ¨ in terms of tableaux in B, which is a base
 .for H . Therefore, we will have p ¨ s 0 if and only if
a y g a , z s 0 .T i T lki
 .for T g B, where g a , z is a polynomial which is linear in the a ,i i T lk T
T f B, and of degree greater than or equal to 1 in the z .lk
We will refer to this set of equations defining W on U as w s 0;I i
4  4T g B , and we will now see that w ; T g B is a regular sequence ini i i
w xA s K a , z s O .T l T g S T , 1F l F r , 1F jF nyr X=Ui j i l I
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w xLet A9 s K a , z , and c : A ª A9 be the K-T l T f B, 1F l F r , 1F jF nyri j i
algebra homomorphism defined by
a , if T f BT ii
c a s .Ti  g a , z , if T g B .i T lk i
and
c z s z , for 1 F l F r , 1 F j F n y r . .t j t j
 .Then J s ker c s w ; T g B so ArJ ( A9 because c is clearly surjec-i i
tive. This implies that dim ArJ s dim A9. Since A9 has the same variables
 4as A except for the variables a , T g B which are omitted in A9,T ii
dim A9 s dim A y h. Therefore, codim J s h. Since J has h generators,
 4 w xw , T g B is a regular sequence in A AB, p. 403, Prop. 4.11 . The Koszuli i
 < .complex K. H on the generators of J is then a free resolution for OU WI
on the open set U , as O -module.I X=UI
 4We will now see that the equations w , T g B correspond to the locali i
coordinates over U of a section of p*H or, equivalently, a cosection ofI
 < .p*H *, so the Koszul complexes K H patch together to give theU? I
 .complex K H * .?
Let u be the section of the bundle p*H given by the map
¨ , R ¬ p ¨ , ¨ , R . .  .  . .
Over each open set U , the bundle H can be trivialized by defining g X :I I
< h X  . .  . .H ª K = U as g p ¨ , R s w ; T g B , R , so, over U ,U I I i i II
u ¨ , R s w ; T g B , ¨ , R .  .  . .i i
 4and the vanishing of u locally gives the equations w s 0 , which arei
 .linear on the coordinate functions a on X. This proves statement i ofTi
Proposition 3.3.1.
 .In order to prove statement ii , we will apply the direct image functor
 .p# to the complex K H * . Since p: X = V ª V is an affine map, the?
w  .xfunctor p# is exact Ha, p. 128, Exercise 5.17 c . By the projection formula
w  .xHa, p. 124, Exercise 5.1 d , we have
j j
p# p*H * s H * m S m O . .H H V /
 .We recall that S s Sym S F* . The cosection u: p*H * ª O is definedl X=V
 .locally by u h s w , i s 1, . . . , h, where the h , i s 1, . . . , h, are the locali i i
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generators of p*H *, so the direct image p#u of u is identified with the
map
i : H * m S m O ª S m OV V
induced by the inclusion H * ¨ X* m O . This inclusion is, in turn,V
induced by the map p of the exact sequence
p
0 ª G ª E ª H ª 0
U  U .in the sense that it maps the generator w g H * to w (p g X* m O .i i V
We also have the exact sequence
0 ª H * ª E* ª G* ª 0
and, since Sym E ( S m O , we haveV
S m O rIm i ( Sym G* . .  .V
Therefore,
p#O s S m O rIm p#u s S m O rIm i ( Sym G* . .  .  .W V V
The conditions given in Theorem 2.3.1 are satisfied, so there is a
complex
d d dk 1 0
F : ??? ª F ª F ª ??? ª F ª F ª F ª ???k ky1 1 0 y1
of free graded S-modules, where
kqj
jF s H V , H * m S yk y j .  . Hk  /
jG0
for each k, and
H F s Riq#O s H i V , Sym G* .  . .yi W
for every i.
We will now show that
d d dk 2 1
??? ª F ª F ª ??? ª F ª Fk ky1 1 0
is a free resolution of O .X r
LEMMA 3.3.2. The ideal J defining the ¨ariety X consists of all represen-r r
 .  .tations S F* ; Sym S F* such that if m s m , . . . , m , then t ) r.m l 1 t
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 .Proof. Suppose m s m , . . . , m and t ) r.1 t
For every tableau T g S T , T contains at least r q 1 different numbers,m
 .so its image in Sym S F* is a polynomial P with the following property:l
the variables a appearing in each monomial of P are such that theTi
corresponding tableaux T are obtained from a certain rearrangement ofi
the numbers contained in T. In other words, if P is a monomial of P,i
 .for each number T j, k appearing in T , there is a coefficient a amongTi
the factors of P such that for the corresponding tableau T we havei i
 .  .  .  .T j9, k9 s T j, k for some j9, k9 . Since there are at least r q 1i
 .different numbers among the T i, j , if ¨ g X then P will vanish on ¨.r
 .  .Conversely, suppose S F* ; Sym S F* , m s m , . . . , m and t F r.m l 1 t
Let T be the canonical tableau in S F*. We will see that the image of Tm
 .in Sym S F* is a polynomial which does not vanish identically on X .l r
 .  4  .Since T j, k g 1, . . . , r for all pairs j, k , the image of T is a
 .  .  4polynomial P a where, for every i, T g S T and T j, k g 1, . . . , r .T i l ii
 .We can, therefore, consider P as a polynomial in Sym S F9* , where F9 isl
the vector space generated by e , . . . , e . If P vanishes on X , then P1 r r
vanishes identically on S F9, which is a contradiction, because P is al
 .non-zero polynomial in Sym S F9* .l
PROPOSITION 3.3.3.
 .i The complex F is exact in positi¨ e degrees.
 . 0ii The sheaf R q#O is isomorphic to O .W x r
 . iiii For i ) 0, R q#O s 0.W
i  ..  .Proof. We have seen that H F s H V, Sym G* , so part i followsyi
immediately.
 .In order to prove part ii , we will again make use of Bott's theorem,
 . 0  ..  .2.2.1 , where it is stated that H V, S R* s S F*, if m s m , . . . , mm m 1 t
and t F r.
This fact allows us to define
c : Sym S F* ª H 0 V , Sym S R* .  . .l l
 .as the homomorphism such that for m s m , . . . , m ,1 t
< 0c : S F* ª H V , Sym S R* . .S F* m lm
<is the identity if t F r and c s 0, if t ) r. By the above statement ofS F*m
Bott's theorem, c is an epimorphism and, by Lemma 3.3.2, Ker c s J , sor
we have
Sym S F* rJ ( H 0 V , Sym S R* s R0q#O . .  . .l r l W
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In order to see that Riq#O s 0 for i ) 0 we need only recall theW
i .statement in Bott's theorem which says that H V, S R* s 0 for i ) 0.m
 .Since G* s S R* and every homogeneous component S S R* ofl j l
 .Sym S R* is isomorphic to a direct sum [S R*, we havel m
i  ..H V, Sym S R* s 0, for i ) 0 and, sincel
Riq#O s H i V , Sym G* , . .W
 .we have proved part iii of our proposition.
THEOREM 3.3.4. The complex
d dk 1
??? ª F ª F ª ??? ª F ª Fk ky1 1 0
is a free resolution of O .X r
Proof. Suppose that for some t ) 0, F is the last nonzero term of F.yt
By the minimality of the complex F , the map?
d : F ª Fytq1 ytq1 yt
t  .is not an epimorphism and therefore R q#O / 0, against part iii ofW
0 . 03.3.3, so Ker d s F . Since H F s R q#O , the complex0 0 W
d dk 1
??? ª F ª F ª ??? ª F ª Ker dk ky1 1 0
 .  .is a free resolution of O , by parts i and ii of Proposition 3.3.3.X r
In what follows, we will show that the map q9: W ª X is, in most cases,r
a birational morphism, which will allow us to state other properties of Xr
mentioned at the beginning of this section, namely, Dim X s g q r n yr
.r y h, where g s Dim S F*, h s Dim H , and X is normal, isl r
Cohen]Macaulay, and has rational singularities.
 .PROPOSITION 3.3.5. If l / 1, 1 ,
l / 1, 1, . . . , 1 , .^ ` _
ry1
then the projection q9: W ª X is a birational morphism.r
Proof. First, we will show that q9 is surjective. Let ¨ g X , ¨ s b T ,r T ii
 4  .with respect to some basis e , . . . , e of F, and b s 0 if T j, k ) r for1 n T ii
 .  :  .some j, k . If R s e , . . . , e , clearly ¨ g S R, so ¨ , R g W and1 r l
 .q9 ¨ , R s ¨ .
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 .Now we will see that, if l / 1, 1 ,
l / 1, 1, . . . , 1 , .^ ` _
ry1
then X _ X / B, which, as we will show later, implies that q9 is ar ry1
birational morphism.
We will start with the case r s n, by showing that, if l is not equal to
either one of the exceptional cases mentioned above, then S F s X /l n
X .ny1
 . d d dFirst of all, if l s d , d G 1, then the tensor e q e q ??? qe is in1 2 n
S F and has rank equal to n, so X / X .d n ny1
 .Also, if l s l , . . . , l , l G 1 for i s 1, . . . , n, then X s B, be-1 n i ny1
cause the first column of every tableau in S T contains all numbersl
1, . . . , n. Again, we have X / X .n ny1
Now we will see that X / X in all other cases, by comparingn ny1
Dim X and Dim X .n ny1
Associated to X , we have the tautological sequenceny1
0 ª R ª F = V ª Q ª 0,
 .where V s Grass n y 1, n and Dim R s n y 1.
As usual, let W be the total space of the bundle S R. Since q9:l
W ª X is surjective, Dim W G Dim X , and Dim W s Dim S F9 qny1 ny1 l
 .Dim V, where F9 is a vector space of dimension n y 1 Proposition 3.3.1 ,
so it will be enough to show that Dim S F ) Dim W s Dim S F9 q n yl l
.1 G Dim X . We will see that Dim S F y Dim S F9 ) n y 1, and forny1 l l
that purpose, we will first look at the case
l s 1, 1, . . . , 1 , .^ ` _
t
with 2 - t - n y 1, and n ) 3. Then we will discuss the remaining cases.
Since
t t n n y 1 n y 1Dim F y Dim F9 s y s ,H H  /  /  /t t t y 1
we can see that, for 2 - t - n y 1, Dim H t F ) Dim H t F9 q n y 1 be-
n y 1 n y 1 .  .cause s n y 1 if t s 2 or t s n y 1, and ) n y 1 if 2 - t -t y 1 t y 1
n y 1.
Let us now consider the cases 1 F n F 3. If n s 1, then every tensor in
S F s F has rank equal to 1, so X _ X s F / B.1. n ny1
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If n s 2, then, in H1 F s F also X _ X / B. In H 2 F, every tensorn ny1
is a scalar multiple of e n e , so again X _ X / B.1 2 n ny1
If n s 3, the cases H1 F ( F, H 3 F ( K have been considered above.
In H 2 F, there are no tensors of rank equal to 3, but this case is excluded
in our hypothesis, and also, for any vector space F9 of dimension 2,
2 2 3 2 .  .Dim H F y Dim H F9 s y s 2 s n y 1, which is the fact we2 2
will use in what follows as we consider arbitrary partitions.
 .If we now consider an arbitrary partition l s l , . . . , l with l ) 1,1 t 1
2 F t F n y 1, we will see that Dim S F y Dim S F9 ) Dim H t F yl l
Dim H t F9. This will prove that X _ X / B, because we have seenn ny1
that, for 2 F t F n y 1, Dim H t F y Dim H t F9 G n y 1.
 .  .Indeed, if S T n is the basis of S F and S T n y 1 is the basis ofl l l
S F9, both consisting of standard tableaux, then among the elements ofl
 .  .S T n _ S T n y 1 will be all the tableaux T such that, for some elementl l
T 9 in
S T 1, 1, . . . , 1 n _ S T 1, 1, . . . , 1 n y 1 , .  .  .  .^ ` _ ^ ` _
t t
 .  .  .  .T i, 1 s T 9 i, 1 , for i s 1, . . . , t and T i, j s T i, 1 for j / 1, plus the
 .tableau T 0 such that T 0 l y u q 1, j s n y u q 1, for u s 1, . . . , l ,j j
where l is the length of the jth column. In other words, Dim S F yj l
Dim S F9 G Dim H t F y Dim H t F9 q 1.l
Now we will deduce the general case of arbitrary r by considering a
subspace E of F of dimension r. By the argument used above, we may find
 .a tensor ¨ of rank r in S E, if l / 1, 1 ,l
l / 1, 1, . . . , 1 . .^ ` _
ry1
By means of the injection S E ¬ S F we identify ¨ with a tensor of rankl l
equal to r in S F.l
Our next step is to show that, whenever X / X , q9 is a birationalr ry1
morphism. To begin with, we will see that if ¨ g X _ X , thenr ry1
y1 .  .4q9 ¨ s ¨ , Im w , where w : S F* ª F is the map defined in¨ ¨ lr1
Definition 3.2.1.
Let ¨ g X _ X . In the proof of Theorem 3.2.2 it was shown thatr ry1
 :  4Im w ; e , . . . , e , for some basis e , . . . , e of F.¨ 1 r 1 n
 :If Im w / e , . . . , e , then rank A F r y 1, and by the same theorem¨ 1 r ¨
we would have ¨ g X , which is again our hypothesis, so Im w sry1 ¨
 :  .e , . . . , e . Therefore, the only subspace R g Grass r, n such that ¨ g1 r
S R is R s Im w , because any other subspace R9 such that ¨ g S R9l ¨ l
Xy1 .  .4would have to contain Imw , so q ¨ s ¨ , Im w .¨ ¨
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Let U s X _ X . Since X is the closed subset of X defined by ther ry1 ry1 r
 .vanishing of the r = r -minors of the matrix associated to the map w of
 .y1 .Definition 3.2.1, U is open in X and q9 U is also open in W, becauser
q9 is an algebraic map, and therefore continuous. We have then an
isomorphism
< y1 ty1q9 : q U ª U .q9. U .
so q9 is a birational morphism and Dim X s Dim W.r
 .COROLLARY 3.3.6. Let l / 1, 1 ,
l / 1, 1, . . . , 1 . .^ ` _
ry1
If Dim S F s g, Dim H s h, thenl
 .  .i Dim X s g q r n y r y h.r
 .ii X is normal and Cohen]Macaulay and has rational singularities.r
 . Proof. Part i follows from the fact that Codim W s h Proposition
.  .  .3.3.1 , and Dim S F* = Grass r, n s g q r n y r . From Propositionl
 .  .3.3.5, we have Dim X s Dim W s g q r n y r y h. Part ii follows fromr
w xthe fact that q9 is a birational morphism. KKMS, Ch. 1, pp. 50851
 .Remark. In the case l s 1, 1 , q9 is not a birational morphism, but for
w xr even, X is a normal, Cohen]Macaulay variety JPW, 3.13, p. 136 .r
4. THE RANK VARIETIES OF SYMMETRIC TENSORS
4.1. The Ideal Defining Xr
In this section we will state the main results which are obtained for the
rank varieties X ; S F, d G 1, as special cases of the general situationr d
studied in Section 3, for varieties X ; S F, where l is an arbitraryr l
partition. Also, we will derive additional properties of the resolution F of?
O which are specific for X ; S F. Using Bott's algorithm for calculatingX r dr j .the cohomology of H H * , we will determine the terms F of the complexs
F , in the case r s n y 1, where n s Dim F. The complex obtained is the?
Eagon]Northcott complex associated to the map w : S F* m S ª F mdy1
 .  .S 1 defined in 3.2.1. This implies that the ideal I A ; S generated byn ¨
 .all n = n -minors of the matrix associated to w is radical. We then extend
 .this result to the more general case where 1 F r F n y 1 , in this way
 .  wgeneralizing the fact that, for d s 2, I A is radical see Kutz, 5.2, p.r ¨
x.123 .
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We will use the notation as in Section 3 in what follows, so, if 1 F r - n,
X denotes the variety of tensors of rank less than or equal to r inr
X s S F.d
 .Let S s Sym S F* .d
Let
w : S F* m S ª F m S 1 .dy1
be the map defined in Definition 3.2.1, so if we fix ¨ s a e ??? ei , . . . , i i i1 d 1 d
g S F, then w : S F* ª F is defined byd ¨ dy1
n
U Uw e . . . e s a e . ¨ i i i i j j1 dy1 1 . . . dy1
js1
for each basis element eU ??? eU g S F*.i i dy11 dy1
 .From Theorem 3.2.3, we know that the ideal I A in S generated byrq1 ¨
 .the r q 1 -minors of the matrix associated to the map w defines Xr
set-theoretically.
EXAMPLE 4.1.2. Let d s 3, Dim F s 3, ¨ s  a e e e g1F iF jF k - 3 i jk i j k
 U U .S F. In this case, the map w : S F* ª F is defined by w e e s3 ¨ 2 ¨ i j
3 a e , and the matrix associated to this map isks1 i jk k
a a a a a a111 112 113 122 123 133
A s .a a a a a a¨ 112 122 123 222 223 233 0a a a a a a113 123 133 223 233 333
4.2. The Resolution of OX ny 1
j kq j .We will now calculate the terms F s  H V, H H * mk jG 0
 .S yk y j of the complex F of Theorem 3.3.4 for the special case of?
r s n y 1.
In this case, we have the tautological sequence
pÃ
0 ª R ª F = Grass n y 1, n ª Q ª 0, .
where Dim R s n y 1 and Dim Q s 1. Also, we have the exact sequence
i*
0 ª H * ª S F* = Grass n y 1, n ª S R* ª 0. .d d
The following lemma will give us an expression of the bundle H * that will
simplify our calculations.
LEMMA 4.2.1. If Dim Q s 1, then H * ( S F* m Q*.dy1
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 .Proof. Let I s 2, . . . , n so p e generates the fiber Q s FrR of anyÃ 1
point lying in the open set U ; V. LetI
0 ª Q* ª F* ª R* ª 0
be the exact sequence induced on the fiber R by the dual of the tautologi-
 .cal sequence over Grass n y 1, n , and let
v
0 ª S F* m Q* ª S F* m F* ª S F* m R* ª 0dy1 dy1 dy1
be the sequence obtained by tensoring with S F*.dy1
Let
m: S F* m F* ª S F*dy1 d
be the usual multiplication map. If we define f : S F* m Q* ª S F* bydy1 d
f s m( v then we easily see that the sequence
f i*
0 ª S F* m Q* ª S F* ª S R* ª 0dy1 d d
is exact.
The exactness of this sequence on each fiber gives us the exactness of
 .the sequence of bundles over Grass n y 1, n :
0 ª S F* m Q* ª S F* = Grass n y 1, F ª S R* ª 0. .dy1 d d
UTherefore, H * ( S F* m Q .dy1
i  . j ..We will now calculate H Grass n y 1, n , H H * for j G 1 and for
every i using Bott's algorithm and Lemma 4.2.1.
i  .PROPOSITION 4.2.2. If 1 F j F n y 1, then H Grass n y 1, n ,
j n q d y 2 i ..   .H H * s 0, for e¨ery i. If n F j F , then H Grass n y 1, n , /d y 1
j ..H H * s 0, for i / n y 1 and
j j
ny1H Grass n y 1, n , H * s S F* m S F* , .  .  .H Hb dy1 /
where
b s j y n q 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1 .^ ` _ /
ny1
jProof. By Lemma 4.2.1, we will calculate cohomology of H Q* m
.   ..S F* . By the Cauchy formula 2.1.6 i we havedy1
j
Q* m S F* s S Q* m S S F* . .  .H [dy1 m m9 dy1
< <m sj
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j .This sum reduces to S Q* m H S F* , because Dim Q* s 1, andj dy1
 .therefore S Q* s 0, for m / j .m
j .  .Since H S F* is a trivial bundle over Grass n y 1, n , we havedy1
j
iH Grass n y 1, n , S Q* m S F* .  .Hj dy1 /
j
i( H Grass n y 1, n , S Q* m S F* .  . . Hj dy1
i  . .so it will be enough to calculate H Grass n y 1, n , S Q* .j
 .According to Bott's algorithm 2.2.1 , S Q* corresponds to the sequencej
I s 0, 0, . . . , 0, j . .^ ` _
ny1
 .If j F n y 1, when the sequence r s n y 1, n y 2, . . . , 1, 0 is added to I,
 .we obtain the sequence n y 1, . . . , j, j y 1, . . . , 1, j . Having the number j
i  . .appear twice in I q r implies that H Grass n y 1, n , S Q* s 0, forj
every i.
If n F j, then I q r will have no repeated numbers, and, after applying
 .  the permutation v to I q r we will get v I q r s j y n y
. .  .1 , 1, 1, . . . , 1 and l v s n y 1. So
H ny1 Grass n y 1, n , S Q* s S F* . . .j  jynq1, 1, 1, . . . , 1^ ` _
ny1
i .and H S Q* s 0 for i / n y 1.j
n q d y 2Also, if j ) s Dim S F*, then / dy1d y 1
j
iH Grass n y 1, n , S Q* m S F* s 0 .  . . Hj dy1
n q d y 2 .so, for n F j F ,d y 1
j j
ny1H Grass n y 1, n , S Q* m S F* s S F* m S F* , .  .  . . H Hj dy1 b dy1
where
b s j y n q 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1^ ` _ /
ny1
and
j
iH Grass n y 1, n , S Q* m S F* s 0 .  . . Hj dy1
otherwise.
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PROPOSITION 4.2.3. The resolution of O is the Eagon]NorthcottX ny 1
 .complex associated to the map w : S F* m S ª F m S 1 gi¨ en in Defini-dy1
tion 3.2.1.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.4, F is a free resolution of O , and each? X ny 1
term of this complex is
iqt
iF s H Grass n y 1, n , H * .  .[ Ht  /
i
iqt
is H Grass n y 1, n , S Q* m S F*. . .[ H iqt . dy1
i
i  . .By Proposition 4.2.2, we know that H Grass n y 1, n , S Q* s 0, for iqt .
i / n y 1, so
ny1qt
ny1F s H Grass n y 1, n , S Q* m S F*. . . Ht ny1qt . dy1
We also have from Proposition 4.2.2 that
H ny1 Grass n y 1, n , S Q* s S F*, . .ny1qt . b
where
n q d y 2
b s t , 1, 1, . . . , 1 and n F n y 1 q t F . /^ ` _ / d y 1
 .ny1
 . nIt is clear that, if b s t, 1, 1, . . . , 1 , then S F* ( S F* m H F*.b  ty1.
n q d y 2So, for 1 F t F y n q 1, we have /d y 1
n ny1qt
F s S F * m F* m S F* m S yn q 1 y t . .  .H Ht  ty1. dy1
We may now write the complex F as
n l dlqnq1
0 ª S F* m F* m S F* m S yl ª .  .H H lyn. dy1
n nq2d4
??? ª S F* m F* m S F* m S yn y 2 .  .H H2 dy1
n nq1dsª F* m F* m S F* m S yn y 1 .  .H H dy1
n nd d2 1ª F* m S F* m S yn ª S, .  .H H dy1
n q d y 2 .where l s .d y 1
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 .We may observe that, since I A ; J s Im d , the map d has ton ¨ ny1 1 1
 .be given by the n = n -minors of A .¨
n q d y 2 .We also have, by Corollary 3.3.6, that Dim X s q n y 1, sony1 d
n q d y 1 n q d y 2Codim J s y y n q 1ny1  /  /d d
n q d y 2s y n q 1. /d y 1
n q d y 2 .Since Dim S F* s , the Eagon]Northcott complex associ-dy1 d y 1
 .ated to the map w defined in 3.2.1 is a free resolution for the ideal I An ¨
and therefore it is isomorphic to F .?
 .COROLLARY 4.2.4. The ideal I A is radical.n ¨
 .Proof. By Proposition 4.2.3, I A s J .n ¨ ny1
EXAMPLE 4.2.5. If Dim F s 3, d s 3, then the resolution of X ; S F2 3
is
6 3
0 ª S y6 m S F* m F* m S F* .  .H H2 4
5 3
ª S y5 m S F* m F* m S F* .  .H H2 3
4 3
ª S y4 m S F* m F* m S F* .  .H H2 2
3 3
ª S y3 m S F* m F* m F* ª S. .  .H H2
 .  .The fact that I A is radical is also true for I A , where 1 - r Fn ¨ r ¨
n y 1. In order to prove it, we will use Lemma 3.3.2, which characterizes
 .the representations S F* ; Sym S F* that are contained in the ideal Jm d r
defining X .r
PROPOSITION 4.2.6. Let 1 F r F n y 1. If J is the ideal defining ther
 .¨ariety X ; S F, then J s I A .r d r rq1 ¨
Proof. Let r s n y i. We know by Corollary 4.2.4 that it is true for
r s n y 1, for arbitrary n, and we will use induction on i for the proof.
 .  .Let i G 2 and suppose J s I A s I A . Byny  iy1. ny iy1.q1 ¨ ny iq2 ¨
Lemma 3.3.2, we know that J consists of all representations S F* suchny i m
 .that m s m , . . . , m , t ) n y i.1 t
 .  .Let m s m , . . . , m , t ) n y i. We will show that S F* ; I A1 t m nyiq1 ¨
 .  .by considering the following two cases: 1 t s n y i q 1, and 2 t ) n y
i q 1.
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 .  .1 If t s n y i q 1 F n y 1 we can consider S F9 ; Sym S F9 form d
 . Xan n y 1 -dimensional vector space F9. Let J be the ideal defining theny i
variety X X of tensors of rank less than or equal to r in S F9. Sincer d
J X s J X , we may use the inductive hypothesis, which holds inny i ny1.y iq1
 . Xparticular for n y 1 -dimensional space F9, and we have J sny i
X  X . X  X . I A , where I A denotes the ideal generated by the n y i qny iq1 ¨ ny iq1 ¨
. X XU1 -minors of the matrix A associated to the map w : S F m¨ dy1
 XU . XU  XU . . XSym S F ª F m Sym S F 1 defined in 3.2.1. So S F ;d d m
X  X .I A .ny iq1 ¨
Let T be the canonical tableau in S F9, which is also the canonicalm
tableau in S F. The polynomial corresponding to T is a minor inm
X  X .  .I A , which is also a minor in I A . All other tableaux in S Fny iq1 ¨ ny iq1 ¨ m
 .  .are obtained from T by the action of GL n . Since the ideal I A isny iq1 ¨
 .  .GL n -invariant, we have S F ; I A .m nyiq1 ¨
 .2 If t ) n y i q 1, then m / 0, and, by Lemma 3.3.2, S F ;ny iq2 m
 .J , which is equal to I A by the inductive hypothesis. Byny iq1 nyiq2 ¨
 .Laplace expansions, every n y i q 1 -minor of A can be expressed as a¨
 .  .  .linear combination of n y i -minors of A , so I A ; I A¨ ny iq2 ¨ ny iq1 ¨
 .and therefore S F ; I A .m nyiq1 ¨
5. RESULTS ON RANK VARIETIES OF
SKEWSYMMETRIC TENSORS
5.1. Varieties of Skewsymmetric Tensors of Degree d and Submaximal Rank
We will begin by stating the results that hold for X ; H d F s X as any1
special case of the situation described in Section 3.
 d .Let S s Sym H F* , and
dy1
w : F* m S ª F m S 1 .H
be the map defined in 3.2.1. If we fix ¨ s  a e n ??? n1F i - ??? - i F n i ??? i i1 d 1 d 1
d dy1  U U .e g H F, the map w : H F* ª F is defined by w e n ??? n ei ¨ ¨ i id 1 dy1
s d a e , and we know from Theorem 3.2.2 that the idealks1 i ??? i k k1 dy1
 .  .I A generated by the n = n -minors of the matrix associated to wn ¨
defines X set-theoretically.ny1
 .Let V s Grass n y 1, n , and let R be the tautological bundle over V.
We will consider, as usual, the trivial bundle E s H d F = V over V, and
its sub-bundle G s H d R with total space W. If H denotes the quotient
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bundle ErG of dimension h over V and p: W ª V is the projection map,
then by Proposition 3.3.1, the Koszul complex
h 2
K H * : 0 ª p* H * ª ??? ª p*H * ª p*H 9 ª O .  .  .H H? X=V
is a locally free resolution of the sheaf O as O -module.W X=V
By Theorem 2.3.1, there exists a complex F of free graded S-modules,?
which is a free resolution of O , whereX ny 1
kqj
jF s H V , H * m S yk y j . .  . Hk  /
jG0
LEMMA 5.1.1. If Dim R* s n y 1, then H * ( H dy1 R* m Q*.
Proof. Let R denote a fiber of the bundle R and let Q s FrR.
We have a map
d d
u: F* ª R*H H
and the kernel of u is easily identified with H dy1 R* m Q*.
Therefore, the sequence of bundles
dy1 d d
0 ª R* m Q* ª F* = V ª R* ª 0H H H
dy1is exact and so H * ( H R* m Q*.
In the following proposition we will give some properties of the resolu-
tion of O when X ; H d F and 2 - d - n y 2. The case d s 2X ny1ny 1 w xhas been studied in JPW and we will see in Proposition 5.1.4 that
when d s n y 2, the variety X coincides with X , which corre-ny1 ny2
sponds to the variety X ; H 2 F by means of the isomorphism H 2 F (2
H ny2 F* m H n F.
The cases d s 1, d s n y 1, d s n are trivial. Since we are considering
only 2 - d - n y 2, we must have n G 6.
PROPOSITION 5.1.2. If 2 - d - n y 2, then the length of the resolution
n y 1 dy1 .of O is equal to m y n q 1, where m s s Dim H R* andX d y 1ny 1
 .S F* m S ym ; F , wherea mynq1
n y 2
a s m y n q 1, q q 1, . . . , q q 1 with q s . / / d y 2^ ` _
ny1
O is not Gorenstein, with the exception of d s 3, n s 6.X ny 1
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n y 1 .Proof. Let 2 - d - n y 2, n G 6, and m s . Sinced y 1
dy1 m dy1 .Dim H R* s m, we have H H R* s S R*, wherem
n y 2
m s q , q , . . . , q and q s . .  /d y 2^ ` _
ny1
Let
I s q , q , . . . , q , m , /^ ` _
ny1
 .so I q r s q q n y 1, q q n y 2, . . . , q q 1, m . A simple calculation
shows that, whenever 2 - d - n y 2, we will have m ) q q n y 1, so
w I q r s m , q q n y 1, q q n y 2, . . . , q q 1 .  .
 .and l w s n y 1, so
H ny1 S R* m S Q* s S F*, .m m a
 .  .where a s m y n q 1, q q 1, q q 1, . . . , q q 1 and S F* m S ym ;a
F .my nq1
In order to see that the length of F is exactly m y n q 1, we just need?
to recall that, by 3.3.6, O is Cohen]Macaulay andX ny 1
n y 1Dim X s q n y 1.ny1  /d
By 2.4.3, the ideal J defining X is perfect and the length of F isny1 ny1 ?
equal to
n n y 1Codim X s y y n q 1 s m y n q 1.ny1  /  /d d
We can see that O is not Gorenstein in general by observing thatX ny 1
S F* is 1-dimensional only when m y n s q, that is,mynq1, qq1, . . . , qq1.
n y 1 n y 2y n s , /  /d y 1 d y 2
which holds only for n s 6, d s 3, because
n y 1 n y 2 n y 2y s ) n /  /  /d y 1 d y 2 d y 1
for n ) 6 and 2 - d - n y 2.
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As we will see in the next example, when n s 6, we also have
S F* s F , which shows that X is indeed Goren-mynq1, qq1, . . . , qq1. mynq1 5
stein.
EXAMPLE 5.1.3. Using Bott's algorithm, we calculated all the terms of
the resolution of X ; H 3 F, when Dim F s 6, which is the only Goren-5
stein variety among the submaximal rank varieties in H d F:
0 ª S F* m S y10 ª S F* m S y7 .  .5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5. 4 , 4, 4, 3, 3, 3.
ª S F* m S y6 ª S F* m S y4 .  .4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2. 3 , 2, 2, 2, 2, 1.
ª S F* m S y3 ª S. .2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1.
We will now show that the variety X ; H ny2 F is equal to X ,ny1 ny2
which can be identified with X ; H 2 F in the following way.2
Let
2 ny2
f : F ª F*H H
be defined by
$ $
U U U Uf e n e s e n ??? n e n ??? n e n ??? n e , .i i 1 i i n1 2 1 2
$
U Uwhere the notation e means that we omit e .k k
Let X U denote the variety of tensors of rank less than or equal to r inr
H ny2 F*.
By the definition of the isomorphism f , we can see that, for any b g K,
an element ¨ s be n e g X ; H 2 F corresponds to a scalar multiplei i 21 2
of a basis element of H ny2 F*, which is in X U , so X ( X U .ny2 2 ny2
PROPOSITION 5.1.4. The ¨arieties X U and X U in H ny2 F* coincide.ny1 ny2
Proof. Since X U ; X U by definition of rank varieties, we need onlyny2 ny1
show that X U ; X U .ny1 ny2
U  4Let ¨ g X , so, for some basis e , . . . , e of F we can writeny1 1 n
¨ s a eU n ??? n eU i ??? i i i1 ny2 1 ny2
1Fi - ??? -i -n1 ny2
y1 . t and so f ¨ s  b e n e , where b n s a if i , . . . ,ks1 j n j n j i ??? i 1k k k 1 ny2
4  4i , j , n s 1, . . . , n .ny2 k
 4 y1 .  .Let J s j , . . . , j , so we can write f ¨ s  b e n e .1 t jg J jn j n
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 X X 4 XIf we now choose the basis e , . . . , e , where e s e for i / j and1 n i i t
eX s  b e , then we can writej jg J jn jt
ty1 ty1
X X X X X Xy1f ¨ s b e q e y b e n e s e n e .  j n j j j n j n j nk k t k k t /  / / /ks1 ks1
U Uy1 .and so f ¨ g X , which is isomorphic to X ; therefore ¨ g X .2 ny2 ny2
5.2. The Resolution of O , for Skewsymmetric Tensors of Degree 3X ny 1
In this section we will establish some properties of the resolution F of?
O , for X ; H 3 F, which follow from the application of Bott'sX ny1ny 1 j .algorithm for calculating the cohomology of H H * in this case. These
 .  3 .results lead to the fact that the ideal I A ; Sym H F is not radical,rq1 ¨
for 3 - r F n y 1, which, as we mentioned before, corresponds to the fact
 .  2 .that I A ; Sym H F is not radical.rq1 ¨
We will begin by observing that, since Q* is 1-dimensional, by the
  ..Cauchy formula 2.1.6 i we have
i 2 i 2
R* m Q* s R* m S Q*H H H H i /  /
  .. i 2 .and, by the plethysm formula 2.1.7 i we have H H R* s
S R*.[mg B i. m
This fact allows us to obtain explicitly the terms of the resolution F in?
 .some special cases Dim F s 6, 7, 8 as well as to gather combinatorial
data concerning F in the more general case of arbitrary dimension of F.?
 .We start with a proposition which characterizes the partitions m g B i ,
 . iy1 .where B i is defined as in 2.1.7, such that H S R* m S Q* / 0, thatm i
is, the partitions that give rise to nonzero cohomology modules in F , and1
also will determine the lowest among all the degrees of the generators of
the ideal J .ny1
PROPOSITION 5.2.1. Let F be the resolution of O and let? X ny 1
i 2
R* m Q* s S R* m S Q*.H H [ m i /
 .mgB i
Then
 . iy1 .  .i H S R* m S Q* ; F is nonzero for m s m , . . . , m ifm i 1 1 ny1
and only if m / 0 and m s m s ??? s m s 0.ny i nyiq1 nyiq2 ny1
 .  .ii The smallest i for which there exists m g B i such that
iy1 .  .H S R* m S Q* / 0 is i s nr2 if n is e¨en, and i s n y 1 r2 if n ism i
odd.
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i 2 .Proof. Let S R* m S Q* be a summand of H H R* m Q* , som i
 . < < m s m , . . . , m , m s 2 i and m is of the type a , . . . , a ¬ a q1 ny1 1 t 1
.1, . . . , a q 1 . If we apply Bott's algorithm to the sequence I st
 .   . .m , . . . , m , i , we have I q r s m q n y 1 , . . . , m q 1, i , and1 ny1 1 ny1
iy1 .we can see that H S R* m S Q* / 0 if and only if m q i y 1 - im i nyiq1
and m q i ) i, in other words, if m - 1 and m ) 0, which areny i nyiq1 nyi
 .the conditions stated in i .
 .In order to prove part ii , we observe first of all that, since m is of the
 . < <  .type a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 1 and m s 2 i, the length a q 1 of m1 t 1 t 1
 .  .can be at most equal to i q 1, in which case m s i ¬ i q 1 . So, by part i ,
 .n y i F i q 1, therefore i G n y 1 r2 is also a necessary condition for
iy1 .H S R* m S Q* / 0. Then, if n is even, the smallest such i ism i
i s nr2. In this case the partition
b s i y 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, . . . , 1 s i y 1, 1 ¬ i , 2 .  .^ ` _
nyi
is the only partition of 2 i s n whose length is exactly n y i s nr2, so, by
 .part i ,
nr2 2
n r2y1 n r2y1H R* m Q* s H S R* m S Q* . .H H b n r2 / /
If we apply Bott's algorithm to the sequence
I s nr2, 2, 2, 1, 1, . . . , 1 , 0, 0, . . . , 0, nr2 , /^ ` _
nr2
then
I q r s 3nr2 y 1, n , n y 1, n y 3, n y 4, . . . , nr2
q1, nr2 y 1, . . . , 1, nr2.
and
w I q r s 3nr2 y 1, n , n y 1, n y 3, n y 4, . . . , nr2 . 
q1, nr2, nr2 y 1, . . . , 1.
so
w I q r y r s nr2, 2, 2, 1, 1, . . . , 1 s b9 .  .^ ` _
n
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n r2y1 .and H S R* m S Q* s S F*. This submodule of F corre-b n r2 b 9 1
sponds to the polynomials of smallest degree among the generators of
J .ny1
 .If n is odd, then for i s n y 1 r2, the only partition of 2 i having
length equal to n y i is
a s n y 1 r2, 1, 1, . . . , 1 . . .^ ` _
iq1
 .By part i , and Bott's algorithm, we will have
H iy1 S R* m S Q* s S F*, .a i a 9
where a 9 s n y 1 r2, 1, 1, . . . , 1 F*, . .^ ` _
n
as the component of F corresponding to the generators of J of1 ny1
smallest degree.
 .  3 .COROLLARY 5.2.2. The ideal I A ; Sym H F* , for 3 F r F n yrq1 ¨
1, is not radical.
 .  .Proof. We will begin by showing that I A is not radical. By part in ¨
of Proposition 5.2.1, we know that the length of a partition m of 2 i such
iy1 .that H S R* m S Q* / 0 g F is n y i, so i can be at most equal tom i 1
 .n y 1. Since the generators of I A are all of degree n, these are notn ¨
 .among the set of minimal generators of J , and therefore I A is notny1 n ¨
radical.
 .By induction on j, we will show that I A is not radical. Supposeny j ¨
that, for every n, among the minimal set of generators of J all elementsny j
have degree less than or equal to n y j. We will show that the generators
of the ideal J have degrees less than or equal to n y j y 1.ny jy1
The ideal J X defining the variety X X ; H 3 F9, where Dimny jy1 nyjy1
F9 s n y 1, can be considered as J X which, by the inductive hypoth-ny1.y j
esis, has generators of degree at most n y 1 y j. If S F* ; J ;m nyjy1
 3 .  .Sym H F* , and m s m , . . . , m , then by Lemma 3.3.2, t ) n y j y 11 t
XU X XU  3 X .and S F ; J . If S F ; S H F * then by the inductive hypothe-m nyjy1 m i
sis, i F n y j y 1 and so the image of S F* in J consists of polyno-m nyjy1
 .mials of degree equal at most n y j y 1. Since all generators of I Any j ¨
have degree n y j, this ideal is not radical.
Remark 5.2.3. By Corollary 5.2.2 we can also say that the equations
w xdefined in GRS, 5, p. 61 do not in general generate a radical ideal,
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because the polynomials involved in these equations are in the image of
the map
mrky1r k
F m F ª S FH H Hr  / /
obtained as the composition
mr mr mrr ky1 ky1 k k
mrF m F ª F m F ª F ª S F .H H H H Hr /  /  /  /
Here the first map is D m 1, where D is the diagonalization. The second
one is a certain multiplication map and the third map is also a multiplica-
.tion.
Because all of these equations are of degree r, we can see that the ideal
they generate is not radical.
As a consequence of Proposition 5.2.1 we have the following corollary,
which sets the least upper bound for the degrees of the equations defining
X .ny1
 .  COROLLARY 5.2.4. If S F* m S yi ; F , then i F 1 q 2n y 1 qa 1
.1r2 .  .  8n r2, and for e¨ery i such that n y 1 r2 F i F 1 q 2n y 1 q
.1r2 .8n r2 there is a partition m of 2 i such that S R* is a summand ofm
i 2 . iy1 .H H R* and H S R* m S Q* / 0.m i
 .  .Proof. Let S F* m S yi ; F . Let B i be defined as in 2.1.6. Bya 1
 .  .Proposition 5.2.1, part i , there is a partition m g B i such that the
length of m is equal to n y i so m must be contained in the rectangular
partition
b s n y i y 1, n y i y 1, . . . , n y i y 1 , .^ ` _
nyi
< <  . . 2 and therefore m s 2 i F n y i n y i y 1 . This implies that i y 1 q
.  .   .1r2 .2n i q n n y 1 G 0, which occurs for i F 1 q 2n y 1 q 8n r2 and
  .1r2 .i G 1 q 2n q 1 q 8n r2, but this last case is disregarded since we
must have i F n y 1, as was seen in the proof of Corollary 5.2.2.
In order to prove the second statement of our corollary, we will use
 .   .1r2 .induction over all i such that n y 1 r2 F i F 1 q 2n y 1 q 8n r2,
 .in order to prove that, for every such i, there is a partition b g B i with
length n y i.
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 .First, let us consider the case when n is odd; if i s n y 1 r2, then the
partition
b s n y 1 r2, 1, . . . , 1 . ^ ` _ /
 .ny1 r2
 .is in B i and its length is n y i.
If n is even, and i s nr2, then the partition
b s n y 2 r2, 2, 2, 1, . . . , 1 . ^ ` _ /
 .ny6 r2
 .is in B i and has length nr2 s n y i.
 .Suppose now that for i s k there is a partition b g B k of length
n y k.
Using the Frobenius notation introduced in 2.1, let us write b s
 . < < ra , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 1 . Since b s 2k, we have  a s k.1 r 1 r js1 j
 .We will construct a partition b9 g B k q 1 such that the length of b9
 .is n y k q 1 .
 .  . .If 2 k q 1 s n y k y 1 n y k y 2 , then
b9 s n y k y 2, n y k y 2, . . . , n y k y 2 .^ ` _
nyky1
is the partition desired.
 .  . .Let us suppose, then, that 2 k q 1 - n y k y 1 n y k y 2 . Let s be
the least of all indexes j g 1, . . . , r such that a ) a q 1. So, a s a qj jq1 1 2
1, . . . , a s a q 1.sy1 s
 X X X X .Let b9 s a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 1 , t G r, where1 t 1 t
a y 1, if j F s¡ j
X ~a q n , if s - j F ra s j jj ¢n , if r - j,j
where the integers n are chosen so that t n s s q 1 and a q n )j jssq1 j j j
a q n if j ) s.jq1 jq1
Since aX q 1 s a s n y k y 1, we have that the length of b9 is n y1 1
 .k q 1 . On the other hand, since
t s r t
Xa s a y 1 q a q n .   j j j j
js1 js1 jssq1 jssq1
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and t n s s q 1, we have thatjssq1 j
t r
X< <b9 s 2 a s 2 a q 1 s 2 k q 1 . j j / /  /js1 js1
 .so b9 g B k q 1 , and b9 is the desired partition.
In terms of the tableau associated to b9, we obtain it by rearranging 2 s
boxes of b , taken from its first s rows and first s columns, and adding two
more boxes in such a way that the length of b9 is equal to n y k y 1 and
 .b9 g B k q 1 .
 .  .We know that this is possible because 2 k q 1 - n y k y 1 n y k y
.  . .  .2 , so we cannot fill an n y k y 1 n y k y 2 rectangle with 2 k q 1
boxes.
Having found a partition contributing to F for each i such that1
 .   .1r2 .n y 1 r2 F i F 1 q 2n y 1 q 8n r2, we have completed the proof.
EXAMPLES 5.2.5. Let Dim F s 8. In this case, calculations using Bott's
 .theorem show that F s S F* m S y4 , so the minimal set of1 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1.
generators of J consists of polynomials of degree 4, as expected according7
to Corollary 5.2.4, because 4 is the only number i satisfying 4 F i F 8 y
. .i 7 y i r2.
If Dim F s 9,
F s S F* m S y4 m S F* m S y5 .  .1 4 , 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,1, 1. 3 , 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1.
so J is generated by polynomials of degrees 4, 5, as expected, since i s 4,8
 .  . .5 are the two numbers satisfying n y 1 r2 s 4 F i F 9 y i 8 y i r2.
When Dim F s 10 again using Bott's algorithm we obtained that
F s S F* m S y5 m S F* m S y6 , .  .1 4 , 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1. 3 , 3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1.
which shows that J is minimally generated by polynomials of degrees9
i s 5, 6, the numbers satisfying the condition of Corollary 5.2.4: 5 F i F
 . .10 y i 9 y i r2.
We will continue our description of the resolution F with the following:?
iy j i ..  .PROPOSITION 5.2.6. Let F s H V, H H * m S yi be the[j iG1
 .jth term of the resolution F of O . For a gi¨ en i G 1, let m , . . . , m? X 1 ny1ny 1 i 2 .be a partition of 2 i. The summand S R* m S Q* of H H R* m S Q*m i i
iy j i 2 ..gi¨ es a nonzero contribution to H V, H H R* m Q* ; F if and onlyj
iy j .if m q 1 ) j ) m . In this case, H V, S R* m S Q* sny iqjy1 nyiqj m i
 .S F*, where a s m , . . . , m , j, m q 1, . . . , m q 1 .a 1 nyiqjy1 nyiqj ny1
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Proof. The sequence I associated to S R* m S Q* is I sm i
 . m , . . . , m , i . Since m G ??? G m , the sequence I q r s m q1 ny1 1 ny1 1
.n y 1, . . . , m q 1, i is such that m q n y 1 ) m q n y 2 ) ??? )ny1 1 2
iy j .m q 1, and therefore H V, S R* m S Q* / 0 if and only if i /ny1 m i
m q n y k for k s 1, . . . , n y 1. Furthermore, if this is the case, thek
permutation w that will be applied to I q r consists of a series of
transpositions placing i between m q k and m q k q 1 if mnyk nyky1 nyk
 .q k - i - m q k q 1, in which case l w s k and thereforenyky1
k .H V, S R* m S Q* / 0.m i
iy j .Then, in order to have, for a given j, H V, S R* m S Q* / 0, wem i
must have m q i y j q 1 ) i ) m q i y j or, equivalently,ny iqjy1 nyiqj
m q 1 ) j ) m . If this condition is satisfied by m, thenny iqjy1 nyiqj
w I q r s m q n y 1, . . . , m q i y j q 1, i , m .  1 nyiqjy1 nyiqj
qi y j, . . . , m q 1.ny1
and
w I q r y r s m , . . . , m , i y i y j , m .  . 1 nyiqjy1 nyiqj
q1, . . . , m q 1.ny1
s m , . . . , m , j, m q 1, . . . , m q 1 .1 nyiqjy1 nyiqj ny1
iy j .  .so H V, S R* m Si Q* s S F*, where a s w I q r y r.m a
iy jAs we have seen in the previous proof, the fact that H V, S R* mm
.S Q* / 0 depends on certain properties of the partition m related to ii
and j. We will further describe these properties of m in terms of its
 .expression as m s a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 1 , in other words, using1 t 1 t
the Frobenius notation introduced in 2.1.
 .LEMMA 5.2.7. Let i ) 1, and let m s a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 1 be1 t 1 t
i 2 .a partition of 2 i such that S R* is a summand of H H R* . Thenm
 . . tq1  .t t q 1 F 2 i F 2 n y k .ks2
Proof. Let 1 F t F n y 2. Let
< <D t s m s a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 1 , a q 1 F n y 1, m .  .1 t 1 t 1
s 2 i for some i4
 .and let us order the partitions in D t by inclusion.
 .  .If m s a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 1 g D t , we have a G 1 and a )1 t 1 t t j
 . a , ; j, so a G t. This means that for every m g D t , m G n s t, t yjq1 1
.1, . . . , 1 ¬ t q 1, t, . . . , 2 . The shape of the tableau associated to n is a
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 . < <  .t = t q 1 rectangle, so n s t t q 1 . Since n is the minimum element in
 .  . < <  .D t , for every m g D t we have m G t t q 1 .
 .Let n 9 s n y 2, n y 3, . . . , n y t y 1 ¬ n y 1, n y 2, . . . , n y t . Since
Dim R* s n y 1, n has maximum number of rows among the partitions
 .in D t . Also, the fact that for all numbers a defining n 9, a s a q 1i i iq1
implies that for every partition m such that S R* is a summand ofm
i 2 .  .H H R* for some i, if n 9 m m then m g D t q 1 . In other words, n 9 is
 . < < tq1  . < <the maximum element in D t . Since n 9 s 2 n y k we have m Fks2
tq1  .  .2 n y k , for every m g D t .ks2
 . Given some partition m s m , . . . , m s a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . ,1 ny1 1 t 1
.  .a q 1 g D t , we will state the relationship between the numbers a andt i
m . For this purpose, we will use the notationj
j j j1 2 lm s m , . . . , m s s , s , . . . , s .  .  .  . .1 ny1 1 2 l
if
m s m s ??? m s s ,1 j 11
m s ??? s m s s ,j q1 j qj 21 1 2
...
m s ??? s m s s , and s ) s ) ??? ) s .ny j ny1 l 1 2 ll
If, for some k, j s 1 then the number s appears only once in m, andk k
 .1we will just write s instead of s in that case.k k
The following lemma will be used, but its elementary proof will be
omitted.
 .  .LEMMA 5.2.8. If m s m , . . . , m s a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 11 ny1 1 t 1 t
 .   .at  .dt  .d2 .g D t then m s a , a q 1, . . . , a q t y 1, t , t y 1 , . . . , 1 ,1 2 t
where d s a y a y 1, for k s 2, . . . , t, and if d s 0 for some k, thek ky1 k k
 .dkterm t y k y 1 is omitted.
 .We will denote by F t the set of all modules S F* ; F for some k,a k
iyk .  .such that S F* s H S R* m S Q* for some i and some m g D t .a m i
 . iykLet S F* g F t , and let i and k be such that S F* s H S R* ma a m
.  .  .S Q* , with m g D t . This means that, if I s m , . . . , m , i , theni 1 ny1
 .a s w I q r y r, where w and r are defined as in the statement of
 .Bott's algorithm 2.2.1 .
 .  .If the length l w of w is such that l w - n y t y 1 then we will say
 .  .  .that S F* g F t, 1 . If l w G n y t y 1, we will say that S F* g F t, 2 .a a
 .If, for j s 1, 2, S F* g F t, j and S F* ; F , we will write S F* ga a k a
 .F t, j .k
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Remark. As we saw in the proof of Proposition 5.2.6, the permutation
 .w applied to the sequence I q r s m , . . . , m , i consists of a series of1 ny1
transpositions moving i either 1, 2, or n y 1 places to the left.
 .  .PROPOSITION 5.2.9. Let m s a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 1 g D t . The1 t 1 t
l .  .module H S R* m S Q* s S F* / 0 belongs to F t, 1 if and only if atm i a
least one of the following two conditions holds:
 .  41 i s n y a y 1 for some k g 1, . . . , t y 1 , and in that case l sk
 .i y k and S F* g F t, 1 .a k
 .  4  42 For some k g 1, . . . , t y 1 and some m g 0, . . . , t y k , we ha¨e
d s ??? s d s 0, and i s n y a q m9, for some m9 such thatkq1 kqmq1 k
 .y1 F m9 F m. In this case, l s i y k q m9 q 1 and so S F* ga
 .F t, 1 .kqm9q1
 .Proof. Let m s a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 1 be a partition of 2 i for1 t 1 t
some i G 0. According to Lemma 5.2.8,
a d dt t 2m s a , a q 1, . . . , a q t y 1, t , t y 1 , . . . , 1 . .  .  . .1 2 t
We will consider first the case d / 0 for j s 2, . . . , t. Letj
a d dt t 2I s a , a q 1, . . . , a q t y 1, t , t y 1 , . . . , 1 , 0, 0, . . . , 0, i , .  .  . .1 2 t
the number of zeros being equal to n y a y 2, because the length of m is1
equal to a q 1.1
 .If r s n y 1, n y 2, . . . , 1, 0 , a simple calculation shows that
I q r s a q n y 1, a q n y 1, . . . , a q n y 1, n y 1, n y 2, . . . , 1 2 t
n y a , n y a y 2, n y a y 3t t t
??? , n y a , n y a y 2, n y a y 3, . . . ,ty1 ty1 ty1
n y a , n y a y 2, n y a y 3, . . . , i ..ty2 ty2 ty2
 . l .Let I q r s b , . . . , b . H S R* m S Q* is nonzero and belongs to1 n m i
 .  .F t, 1 if and only if i / b for all k / n and l w - n y t y 1, so thek
permutation w must move i to some place to the right of b . Since thetq1
only gaps in the sequence I q r that are to the right of b are thosetq1
between n y a and n y a y 2, for k s 1, . . . , t, we must have i s n yk k
 4a y 1, for some k g 1, . . . , t . If this is the case, in order to computek
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 . kl w s l we just have to add the number of zeros in I to the sum  d ,jq2 j
so
k
t s n y a y 2 q a y a y 1 s n y a y k y 1 s i y k .1 jy1 j k
js2
 .and this is condition 1 of our proposition.
 4 Suppose now that for some k g 1, . . . , t y 1 and some m g 0, . . . , t y
4k we have d s ??? s d s 0. By Lemma 5.2.7, if d s 0 for somekq1 kqmq1 j
 4j, then m / j y 1 for every l g 1, . . . , a q 1 , so under our hypothesis,l 1
the numbers k, k q 1, . . . , k q m do not appear in the sequence m s
 .m , . . . , m .1 a q11
The sequence I q r will look like
a q n y 1, . . . , n y a y 2, . . . , n y a , n y a y 2, . . . .1 kqmq2 kqmq1 k
and we want to estimate the gap between n y a and n y a y 2 inkqmq1 k
the sequence.
Since a - a - ??? - a , we have a - a y m, so n ykqm kqmy1 k kqmq1 k
a ) n y a q m and therefore, if i s n y a q m9 for some m9kqmq1 k k
such that y1 F m9 F m then n y a y 2 - n y a q m9 - n y ak k kqmq1
and
H l S R* m S Q* s S F* / 0 .m i a
for l s n y a y k y 1 and so i y l s m9 q k q 1 and S F* gk a
 .F t, 1 .m9qkq1
 .COROLLARY 5.2.10. If k ) t, then F t, 1 s B.k
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 5.2.9.
 .  .PROPOSITION 5.2.11. Let m s a , . . . , a ¬ a q 1, . . . , a q 1 g D t .1 t 1 t
l .  .H S R* m S Q* s S F* / 0 belongs to F t, 2 if and only if one of them i a
following conditions holds:
 .  .1 n y 1 - i - a q n y 1, in which case S F* g F t, 2 , wheret a p
p s i y n q t q 1.
 .  42 a q n y 1 - i - a q n y 1, for some k g 2, . . . , t , and ink ky1
 .this case S F* g F t, 2 , where a q k F p F a q k y 2.a p k ky1
 .  .3 i ) a q n y 1, and S F* g F t, 2 , for some p G a q 1.1 a p 1
Proof. As we saw in the proof of Proposition 5.2.9,
I q r s a q n y 1, a q n y 1, . . . , a q n y 1, n y 1, . . . , i .1 2 t
s b , . . . , b . .1 n
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l .  .Therefore, H S R* m S Q* is nonzero and belongs to F t, 2 if and onlym i
if either
 .  .i l w s n y t y 1, which means that b - i - b , and this ist tq1
 .equivalent to condition 1 of our proposition, or
 .  .ii n y t y 1 - l w - n y 1, which is only possible if b - i -q
 4  .b for some q g 1, . . . , t y 1 , which is equivalent to condition 2 , orqq1
 .  .iii l w s n y 1, which happens when i ) a q n y 1, and this1
 .gives us condition 3 .
n y 1 .   . 4COROLLARY 5.2.12. F t, 2 s B unless k g t q 1, . . . , y n q 1 .k 2
n y 1 .  .Proof. Since the length of F is equal to y n q 1 5.1.2 , the? 2
corollary follows immediately from Proposition 5.2.11.
Remark. The converses for Corollaries 5.2.10 and 5.2.12 are not true.
 .For example, if Dim F s 7, t G 3, k s 2, we have F t, 1 s B because2
F s S F* s H 3 S R* m S Q* , .2 4 , 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1. m 5
 .  .where m s 4, 2, 2, 1, 1 , so m g D 2 . This shows that the converse of
5.2.10 does not hold.
 .Also, for Dim F s 7, t - 3, k s 6, we have F t, 2 s B, which shows6
that the converse of 5.2.12 does not hold:
F s S F* [ S F*6 6 , 6, 6, 6, 4, 4, 4. 6 , 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 3.
s H 6 S R* [ S R* m S Q* , . .m m9 12.
 .  .  .where m s 5, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3 , m9 s 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 2 , so m, m9 g D 3 .
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